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Call for Contributions
The 2012 American Control Conference (ACC) will be held Wednesday through Friday, June 
27 - 29, at the Fairmont Queen Elizabeth in Montréal. The conference will be the first ACC 
outside the United States. 

The ACC is the annual conference of the American Automatic Control Council (AACC), the 
U.S. national member organization of the International Federation for Automatic Control 
(IFAC).  Society members of AACC include AIAA, AIChE, ASCE, ASME, IEEE, ISA, SCS, and SIAM. 

The ACC 2012 program will feature plenary and semi-plenary lectures, contributed and 
invited papers, and tutorial and special sessions. Several pre-conference workshops will be 
held. The conference will also feature theme tracks in aerospace systems and power systems. 

Montréal, the UNESCO city of design and the second largest city in Canada, is a vibrant center 
of commerce, industry, culture, finance and world affairs. With its amazing, narrow streets, 
restored buildings, and old houses, as well as modern skyscrapers, theaters, museums, 
restaurants, and glittering nightlife, Montréal truly is Canada’s “cultural capital.”  Montréal 
boasts an efficient and well coordinated urban transit system and the Montréal Métro is 
one of the most architecturally distinctive subway systems in the world.  The Montréal Jazz 
Festival, the world’s largest, will start on June 28 in 2012.

Submissions for the 2012 ACC program are invited in several categories.  
Contributors are encouraged to consult the conference website and to contact appropriate 
organizing committee members for more information.  

Contributed papers should present complete descriptions of finished work.

Invited session proposals should present topics from multiple viewpoints with a unifying 
theme. Each proposal should consist of a summary statement and six papers.

Special session proposals should highlight emerging research areas, industry and 
government initiatives, and other topics of broad interest.

Tutorial session proposals should address state-of-the-art control theory and industrial 
applications.  Panel discussions are encouraged in tutorial sessions.

Pre-conference workshop proposals should focus on topics of current interest to the control 
community. 

The conference’s exhibits floor will showcase control-related publications, products, services, 
and demonstrations, and will be open to all organizations, public and private, with a control 
connection. 

Contributions relating to the themes of aerospace systems and power systems are welcomed 
in all submission categories.
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Submission and Registration Policies
All papers submitted to ACC 2012, whether for review or publication upon acceptance, must 
be written in English and formatted in the standard 2-column proceedings format.

For initial submissions, all regular and invited papers are limited to eight (8) pages.
Please see the conference website for details of registration fee payment policies for upload-
ing final versions of accepted papers.

Important Dates
Deadline for all submissions and proposals: 
September 15, 2011
Notification of acceptance / rejection: 
January 31, 2012
Final submissions due: 
March 15, 2012


